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Abstract—Public key cryptography is well-suited to ad hoc

networks as it requires no a priori secure key distribution mecha-

nism. Recent advances in lattice-based cryptography are enabling

the use of public key algorithms (PKAs) in low-power devices.

Unfortunately, while many ad hoc networking applications are

dominated by multicast traffic, PKAs are inherently unicast:

public/private key pairs are generated by data destinations. To

fully realize public key cryptography in ad hoc networks, low-

power PKAs must therefore be augmented with energy-efficient

mechanisms for secure group key establishment.

Motivated by recent results on information theoretic secrecy,

we present a protocol that generates keys for t-sized multicast

groups with O(logb t) transmissions, where b is a parameter that

enables trades between energy efficiency and security. Extensions

of this protocol that exploit network topology side information

and which permit multilevel security are also described. A

cryptosystem employing an energy-efficient PKA and the pro-

tocols presented herein could provide the benefits of public key

cryptography – i.e., dynamic ad hoc network support – with

features currently found only in symmetric systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Security is a paramount concern in wireless networks [1].
The symmetric key algorithms used in static networks such
as AES-256 rely on secure, a priori key distribution and are
therefore ill-suited to dynamic, ad hoc networked applications.
Public key algorithms (PKAs) have traditionally been seen as
incompatible with such ad hoc networks for two reasons:

1) Public key algorithms are much more computationally
complex than symmetric key algorithms (cf., [1]).

2) PKAs are tailored for unicast transmission – i.e., the
public encryption key and private decryption key are
generated by a unique data destination – yet ad hoc
networks are often dominated by multicast traffic [2, 3].

Recent advances in lattice-based cryptography (e.g., the NTRU
cryptosystem) are paving the way for the development of
energy-efficient PKAs (cf., [4, 5]); the second issue, however,
has received considerably less attention in the literature.

Public key cryptosystems can support multicast traffic by
replacing t-destination multicast sessions with t parallel uni-
cast sessions. This naı̈ve approach fails to capture the energy
savings afforded by multicast tree routing [6] or controlled
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broadcasting in wireless networks [7]. It is more energy-
efficient to instead have the destination nodes securely es-
tablish a group key pair, thereby allowing information to be
encrypted by the source and decrypted by all destination nodes
simultaneously. Traditional group key distribution protocols,
wherein one destination generates and distributes a group key
pair to each of the other t − 1 destinations in turn, require
O(t) transmissions1 [8, 9]. Existing group key agreement
protocols, wherein the destinations cooperatively establish a
key via messaging, also require O(t) transmissions (cf., [10]).
In the present work, group key establishment protocols that
require a sub-linear number of transmissions are sought.

Our work on energy-efficient group key agreement was
motivated by recent results on the universal recovery problem
[11], which we review in Section II. In Section III we present a
protocol that enables t multicast destinations to securely agree
on a common group key pair using O(logb t) transmissions,
where b is a parameter that enables trades between energy
efficiency and security. The transmissions are binary sums
of session keys, which are derived from master keys that
are randomly distributed amongst the nodes. Our protocol is
secure in the information-theoretic sense [12]: an eavesdropper
that observes all transmissions can do no better than randomly
guessing the established private key. The protocol description
in Section III assumes that nodes are loaded with master keys
prior to deployment; Section IV describes an extension in
which master keys are generated and exchanged on-the-fly.

The number of transmitted messages is a useful metric for
energy efficiency in one-hop networks and in ad hoc networks
that employ flooding-based protocol stacks (e.g., [7, 13–15]).
In Section V, a protocol is presented that is optimized for use
in networks that have a controlled broadcasting capability [7].
In particular, we show that network topology side information
can be used to reduce the total number of transmissions plus
relays required for group key agreement, while enhancing
security against undetected compromised nodes. Extensions
to support hierarchical security policies are also described.
Finally, the security of the proposed protocol in the context of
an NTRU-based cryptosystem is analyzed in Section VI.

1We say that a function f(n) = O (g(n)) if the exists constants n0 and c

such that f(n) ≤ cg(n) for all values of n > n0.
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II. INFORMATION-THEORETIC SECRECY GENERATION

A. Universal Recovery
Suppose that k packets P = {p1, . . . , pk} are distributed

amongst n nodes. Let Pi ⊆ P be the subset of packets initially
available at node i such that

�n
i=1 Pi = P . Note that overlap

is permitted between these sets (i.e., we do not require Pi ∩
Pj = ∅). The goal of the universal recovery problem is to
distribute all k packets to all nodes with a minimum number of
transmissions. In [11], it was shown that the minimum number
of transmissions required for universal recovery

M (G, {Pi}ni=1) ,

which is a function of the network topology G and initial
packet distribution {Pi}ni=1, can be computed in linear time
using submodular optimization [16] and network coding [17] if
the network is fully connected2. In general, not all k packets
need to be transmitted network-wide for universal recovery.
As a consequence of [12], the difference between k and
M (G, {Pi}ni=1) can be exploited for secrecy generation (cf.,
[11]).

B. Secrecy Generation by Example

v1 v2

v4

P1 = {p1, p2, p4} P2 = {p1, p3, p5}

v3P4 = {p4, p5, p6} P3 = {p2, p3, p6}

Fig. 1. Universal recovery in this network requires 4 transmissions.

As a concrete example of universal recovery, consider the
network illustrated in Figure 1, where k = 6 256-bit packets
are distributed amongst n = 4 nodes. Universal recovery of
P = {p1, . . . , p6} can be achieved via four transmissions:

1) Node v1 transmits the binary sum t1 = p1 + p2.
• Node v2 recovers t1 + p1 = p2.
• Node v3 recovers t1 + p2 = p1.

2) Node v2 transmits the binary sum t2 = p3 + p5.
• Node v3 recovers t2 + p3 = p5.
• Node v4 recovers t2 + p5 = p3.

3) Node v3 transmits the binary sum t3 = p2 + p6.
• Node v1 recovers t3 + p2 = p6.
• Node v2 recovers t3 + p2 = p6.
• Node v4 recovers t3 + p6 = p2 and t1 + p2 = p1.

4) Node v1 transmits the binary sum t4 = p4 + p5.
• Node v1 recovers t4 + p4 = p5 and t2 + p5 = p3.
• Node v2 recovers t4 + p5 = p4.
• Node v3 recovers t4 + p5 = p4.

Since only M = 4 transmissions were required to recover the
6 packets in this example, the results of [11] indicate that 2

2Although the networks considered in this work need not be fully connected
at the physical layer, cryptographic protocols are often implemented at higher
layers that see an abstracted, one-hop topology. Furthermore, the largest-scale
ad hoc network deployments to-date use flooding-based stacks [7].

packets of common randomness k1 and k2 can be generated.
In order for k1 and k2 to be secure from an eavesdropper
that observes the transmissions t1, . . . , t4 in the information
theoretic sense, we require that two conditions hold [12]:

• Perfect Secrecy Condition: The mutual information be-
tween k1 and k2 and the set of all transmissions is zero.

• Uniformity Condition: The packets p1, . . . , p4 are uni-
formly and identically distributed among the set of all
possible 256-bit strings.

In our example, perfect secrecy holds if k1 = p1 and k2 = p3.

C. Partial Recovery

Since group key agreement requires that only a single
shared secret packet be established, universal recovery is
not necessary. In the example above, the packet p1 can be
shared by two transmissions alone (e.g., t1 = p1 + p2 and
t2 = p1 + p4). As we will see in the next section, secrecy
generation by partial recovery allows us to circumvent the
computationally expensive sub-modular function optimization
and network code construction required for universal recovery.

III. GROUP KEY AGREEMENT IN STATIC NETWORKS

A. Secret Agreement via Partial Recovery

Before describing our protocol, we first define a procedure
for establishing a secret packet among t nodes. Let D =
{d1, . . . , dt} be a set of nodes. The set of packets incident
at node di ∈ D is denoted Pdi and PD = ∪t

i=1Pdi is the set
of packets incident at any node in D. The occupancy sets,

O = {Oj}j∈PD
, (1)

where Oj ⊆ D, may be computed at all nodes such that

di ∈ Oj ⇐⇒ pj ∈ Pdi . (2)

That is to say, the occupancy set Oj is the subset of destination
nodes possessing pj packet initially. We assume3 that the
initial packet distribution is such that for every node pair
(di, dj) ∈ D × D, there exists at least one packet pk ∈ PD

such that {di, dj} ⊆ Ok.
In order to define a series of transmissions used to establish

a common secret packet, the nodes first compute a set cover
solution C of D from O via the standard greedy heuristic.

Input: D = {d1, . . . , dt}, O = {Oj}j∈PD
.

Output: C ⊆ O.

U ← D, C ← ∅
while U �= ∅ do

select an S ∈ O that minimizes |S ∩ U |
U ← U \ S, C ← C ∪ {S}

end

Algorithm 1: Greedy, linear-time approximation of set cover.

3Note that we also assume that nodes have global knowledge of the packet
distribution. This can be achieved by establishing a deterministic relationship
between node addresses and unique identifiers on the packets (e.g., via a hash
of the node address and some unique packet identifier).
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This set cover solution can then be used to define a
transmission schedule T that establishes the packet pj0 as
a shared secret among the t destinations. In particular, the
transmissions defined by the outputs of Algorithm 2 are of the
form: node dik transmits the sum pj0 + pjk (for k ∈ [1, r]).

Input: O = {Oj}j∈PD
, C ⊆ O.

Output: j0, T = {(i1, j1), . . . , (ir, jr)}.
j0 ← packet index corresponding to first element of C
i1 ← index of first element of Oj0 ,
C ← C \Oj0 , T ← ∅, k ← 1
while C �= ∅ do

if ∃ Ol ∈ C such that
��Ojk−1 ∩Ol

�� > 0 then

jk ← l
ik+1 ← index of first element of Ojk−1 ∩Ojk

C ← C \Ojk
else

ik+1 ← index of first element of C’s first element
jk ← packet such that {dik , dik+1} ⊆ Ojk

end

T ← T ∪ (ik, jk)
k ← k + 1

end

Algorithm 2: Greedy heuristic for defining a transmission
schedule from the set cover solution.

As an example, consider the 5-node network illustrated in
Figure 2. Here, Algorithm 1 returns C = {O1, O10} (the only
size two cover of D in O). Algorithm 2 thus initializes j0 = 1
and i1 = 1. Since O1 ∩O10 = ∅ and d4 is the first element of
O10, i2 = 4 and j1 = 3; since O3 ∩O10 = {d4}, j2 = 10 and
i3 = 5. The final outputs of Algorithm 2 are thus j0 = 1 and

T = {(1, 3), (4, 10)} , (3)

which define two transmissions. Specifically, node d1 transmits
the sum t1 = p1 + p3, which is used by node d4 to obtain
p1 = t1 + p3. Node d4 then transmits the sum t2 = p1 + p10,
which is used by node d5 to obtain p1 = t2 + p10.

d1

d2 d4

d3

d5

P4 = {p3, p6, p8, p10}P2 = {p1, p5, p6, p7}

P1 = {p1, p2, p3, p4}

P3 = {p1, p2, p5, p8, p9}

P5 = {p4, p7, p9, p10}

Fig. 2. Generating a common secret packet among 5 nodes.

B. Protocol Specification
Given an n node network, a total of

�n
2

�
pairwise cryp-

tographic master keys are generated and distributed to the
network nodes such that each pairwise key is shared by exactly
two nodes. Additionally, a total of �f(n)/β� doping master

keys are generated and randomly distributed throughout the
network such that the probability that a given doping key is
loaded on a given node is β and the average number of doping
keys per node is approximately f(n) (where the function f(n)
is a parameter that impacts memory requirements). Intuitively,
the doping keys will be used in our protocol to control the
size of the set cover solution returned by Algorithm 1, while
the pairwise keys are used to ensure that for every node
pair (di, dj), we can efficiently find a packet pk such that
{di, dj} ⊆ Ok in Algorithm 2 (i.e., in linear time). Again,
we assume global knowledge of the doping key distribution
so that the occupancy sets can be determined at each node.

Suppose that node s wishes to initiate a secure multicast
session to t destination nodes D = {d1, . . . , dt}. This can be
done using the following protocol.
G-1: A message containing the destination addresses and a

unique session identifier u is transmitted by s over a
non-secure wireless channel.

G-2: Upon reception of the secure multicast request, every
destination node:
(a) Computes the occupancy sets for all its locally

stored master keys (both pairwise and doping) with
respect to the destination set D = {d1, . . . , dt}.

(b) Uses Algorithms 1 and 2 to determine the index of
the secret packet j0 and the transmission schedule
parameters T = {(i1, j1), . . . , (ir, jr)}.

G-3: The destination nodes generate r+1 session keys from
the r + 1 master keys identified in Step G-2(b) via

sk ← φ (pjk , u) for 0 ≤ k ≤ r,

where φ() is a cryptographically secure pseudorandom
function (cf., [18, 19]). Node di only generates session
key sk if it is loaded with the corresponding master key.

G-4: If t = 2, then nodes d1 and d2 already share s0.
Otherwise, s0 is obtained by the other destinations via r
non-secure transmissions of the form: node dik transmits
the sum s0 + sk (for k ∈ [1, r]). These transmissions
reveal no information about s0 nor any about the master
keys, provided that φ() is properly designed.

G-5: The destinations independently use s0 to derive a group
key pair for a chosen public key algorithm. Section VI
describes how this can be done for NTRU.

G-6: Node d1 transmits the group public key to the source
node s and the secure multicast session can begin.

C. Protocol Discussion

1) Energy Efficiency: Figure 3 compares the number of
transmissions required to generate a common secret packet
with the protocol defined in Section III-B in a 50-node network
for varying levels of β when f(n) = log2(n). When only
pairwise packets are used, exactly t − 2 transmissions are
required to generate the common secret packet. When doping
keys are added, this O(t) behavior is replaced by a logarithmic
dependence on t. Observe that as β increases, the average
number of transmissions required to generate a common
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Fig. 3. Number of transmissions required to generate a common secret packet
as a function of multicast group size in a 50-node network.

secret packet decreases. This is consistent with intuition: as
β increases, the occupancy set sizes for the doping keys also
increase, thus reducing the size of the set cover solution.
Formally, results on the random set covering problem [20] can
be used to show that the number of transmissions required
to generate a common secret packet depends on β and the
multicast group size t as O(logb t), where b = 1/(1− β).

2) Security Against Undetected Compromised Nodes: In
the protocol described in Section III-B, the use of doping keys
enables nodes outside of the intended destination to recover the
secret key. For example, any node possessing a given master
key pjk (and therefore the corresponding session key sk) can
recover the secret key s0 from the non-secure transmission
of s0 + sk. As β increases, each doping key is distributed to
more nodes and we expect the probability that an undetected
compromised node can recover the secret key to increase.
The resulting tradeoff between efficiency and security versus
undetected compromised nodes is illustrated in Figure 4.

IV. GROUP KEY AGREEMENT IN DYNAMIC NETWORKS

The protocol described in Section III-B is energy-efficient
but requires that nodes be loaded with pairwise and doping
keys prior to deployment. This is inconsistent with our stated
goal of developing an energy-efficient public key cryptosystem
for dynamic, ad hoc networks. In this section, we describe a
protocol suitable for use in such networks. The pairwise master
keys are generated and exchanged on-the-fly while the doping
keys propagate through the network via an epidemic model
inspired by distributed database maintenance algorithms [21].

A. Protocol Definition

We assume that every node is fielded with the ability
to generate cryptographic keys (cf., [22]). Node i initially

Fig. 4. Average number of nodes that can recover a common packet as a
function of the average number of transmissions required to generate it.

generates and stores fi random doping keys where:

Pr {fi = m} =

�
n

m

�
αm(1− α)n−m and α =

f(n)

βn2
. (4)

Observe that, on average, node i stores E[fi] = f(n)/βn keys
initially and there are a total of f(n)/β keys in the network.
Node i is initialized to the susceptible state with respect to
the doping keys generated at all other nodes. Returning to the
protocol described in Section III-B, dynamic operation can be
achieved by inserting a key exchange procedure between steps
G-1 and G-2. Specifically, for every pair of destination nodes
(di, dj) ∈ D ×D such that i < j:

(a) Pairwise Key Generation and Exchange: If this is the
first time that di and dj have been involved in the same
multicast destination set, di generates a pairwise master
key and transmits it to dj via a secure unicast session.

(b) Doping Key Exchange: Let di and dj store the doping
key sets Pi and Pj respectively.

i. For every pk ∈ Pi to which dj is susceptible,
dj becomes infected by pk with probability β and
immune with probability 1− β. If dj is infected by
mj packets, then an mj-transmission secure unicast
session is required for doping key exchange.

ii. For every pl ∈ Pj to which node di is susceptible,
di becomes infected by pl with probability β and
immune with probability 1− β. If di is infected by
mi packets, then an mi-transmission secure unicast
session is required for doping key exchange.

At steady state, all pairwise master keys will be generated and
exchanged, each node will be infected with an average of f(n)
doping master keys, and each doping key will be incident on
a given node with a probability that approaches β. Observe
that this dynamic protocol extension can be readily extended
to support finite key lifetimes for increased security.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Cumulative number of transmissions required over time to establish
group key pairs under the (a) random and (b) proximity multicast models.

B. Protocol Discussion

1) Multicast Models: In order to study how our dynamic
group key agreement protocol behaves over time, we consider
two different models for multicast traffic:

• Random Model: The source and destinations for each
multicast session are chosen randomly and independently.

• Proximity Model: Nodes are distributed randomly in the
unit square. The source node s for each multicast session
is chosen randomly and independently. The t closest
nodes to s define the destination set.

The random model is somewhat unrealistic – group com-
munications are structured in practice – but it provides a
useful worst case for our study; the proximity model is more
representative of practical military ad hoc network use cases.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Average transmissions per request over time in (a) when t = 5 and
β = 0.1 and (b) the proximity model alone for varying values of t.

2) Convergence to Steady State: Figure 5 illustrates how
the cumulative number of transmissions evolves over time
in a 50-node network under the two multicast models. The
multicast group size is fixed to 5 and f(n) = log2(n). Observe
that increasing the infection probability from β = 0.06 to 0.5
decreases the number of transmissions required to generate
group key pairs at steady state but increases overhead due
to key exchange. Setting β = 0.1 appears to offer a good
trade between the steady-state and transient behavior. Figure
6(a) compares the speed of convergence under the random and
proximity models; as expected, the latter yields faster conver-
gence. Finally, Figure 6(b) illustrates that the convergence rate
under the proximity model does not monotonically decrease
with increasing t owing to the increasing overlap between
multicast destination groups.
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V. PROTOCOL EXTENSIONS

A. Topology-Aware Group Key Agreement

Recall that the transmission schedule determined via Algo-
rithms 1 and 2 is of the form:

T = {(i1, j1), . . . , (ir, jr)} , (5)

where node dik broadcasts the sum of the secret packet pj0
and pjk . The protocols discussed in Sections III and IV sought
to minimize the number of network-wide broadcasts r. This is
a useful metric for energy efficiency in one-hop networks and
in networks that employ flooding-based protocol stacks (e.g.,
[7, 13–15]). However, in multi-hop networks with traditional
link-based protocol stacks – and in flooing-based networks
equipped with a controlled broadcasting capability [7] – we
must also account for the energy costs of relaying. In this
section, we therefore study transmission schedules of the form:

T = {(i1, j1, h1), . . . , (ir, jr, hr)} , (6)

where destination dik transmits pj0 +pjk to all nodes within a
hk-hop radius. Our goal is to minimize the sum of transmis-
sions and relays required for group key agreement:

�r
k=1 hk.

B. Topologically-Aware Secret Agreement

Let h(s, di) denote the number of hops separating a source
node s and a destination node di and let

h(s,D) = max
di∈D

h(s, di) (7)

denote the number of hops required to transmit a message from
s to all nodes in a set of destinations D. All other notation
is adopted from Section III-A. Algorithm 3 combines the set
cover and transmission schedule computation of Algorithms 1
and 2, respectively, into a single topologically-aware heuristic
for group key agreement that was motivated by the standard
approximation algorithm for weighted set cover.

Input: D, O = {Oj}j∈PD
.

Output: j0, T = {(i1, j1, h1), . . . , (ir, jrhr)}.
j0 ← packet index corresponding to largest set in O
S ← Oj0 , F ← O \ {Oj0}, k ← 1
while S �= D do

(ik, jk) ← indices of occupancy set Ojk ∈ F and
transmitter dik ∈ Ojk ∩ S that maximize
the number of nodes that will obtain
the secret per hop:

|Ojk \ S|
h (dik , Ojk \ S)

hk ← h (dik , Ojk \ S)
T ← T ∪ {ik, jk, hk}
S ← S ∪Ojk , F ← F \ {Ojk}, k ← k + 1

end

Algorithm 3: Topologically-aware heuristic for defining a
transmission schedule from occupancy sets.

Fig. 7. Average energy required by the topology-aware and -agnostic
transmission schedule generation heuristics measured as the number of packets
transmitted and the total number of hops that those packets must traverse.

Fig. 8. Average number of nodes obtaining the group key in the topology-
agnostic and topology-aware schemes.

C. Topology-Aware Protocol Discussion
We compared the performance to the topology-agnostic

(Algorithms 1 and 2) and topology-aware schemes. To induce
a random geometric graph topology, n = 100 nodes were
placed randomly in a unit square and a transmission radius of
r(n) = 3

2

�
logn
πn was assumed (cf., [23]). Figure 7 compares

the average energy required in terms of number of transmis-
sions r and total hops required

�r
k=1 hk for secret key agree-

ment when β = 0.2. Although the topology-aware heuristic
requires more packet transmissions, it requires approximately
half the total hops. Figure 8 illustrates that the topology-aware
scheme is also less susceptible to undetected compromised
nodes owing to the use of controlled broadcasting.
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D. Security-Aware Group Generation
The doping keys used in our protocols enable nodes outside

of the intended multicast destination set to obtain the group
private key. In networks with rich security policies, this may
be unacceptable. For example, suppose that node v in security
class c(v) is permitted to receive messages sent only by a node
in the same or lower security class. We can then associate a
security class c(Oj) with every occupancy set Oj :

c (Oj) = min
i

{c(vi)|pj ∈ Pj} , (8)

where the minimization is performed over all network nodes
(i.e., not just the destination set D). We can similarly define
the security level of a multicast session from source s as

c(s,D) = min
v∈D∪{s}

c(v). (9)

With this notation defined, Algorithm 3 can be readily ex-
tended to support a hierarchical security policy.

Input: D, O = {Oj}j∈PD
, c(s,D).

Output: j0, T = {(i1, j1, h1), . . . , (ir, jrhr)}.
j0 ← packet index corresponding to largest set in O
S ← Oj0 , F ← O \ {Oj0}, k ← 1
while S �= D do

(ik, jk) ← indices of occupancy set Ojk ∈ F ,
such that c(Ojk) ≥ c(s,D), and
transmitter dik ∈ Ojk ∩ S that maximizes
number of nodes/hop obtaining the secret:

|Ojk \ S|
h (dik , Ojk \ S)

hk ← h (dik , Ojk \ S)
T ← T ∪ {ik, jk, hk}
S ← S ∪Ojk , F ← F \ {Ojk}, k ← k + 1

end

Algorithm 4: Topology- and security-aware heuristic for
defining a transmission schedule from occupancy sets.

Observe that any node di in any occupancy set Oj used
to generate the transmission schedule in Algorithm 4 satisfies
c(di) ≥ c(s,D); therefore, only nodes with sufficiently high
security can recover the group private key. Observe also that
hierarchical security motivates a hierarchical distribution of
the doping keys: the first set of doping keys is distributed to
the nodes with highest security level, the second to those in
the two highest levels, etc. If such a distribution strategy is
not followed, then the security level of the doping keys will
be low and Algorithm 4 will typically generate solutions that
require roughly t−2 transmissions (i.e., pairwise keys will be
used rather than doping keys to define the transmissions).

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

To this point, the common secret packets used to generate
the group public/private key pair in our protocols have been
described abstractly. In this section, we establish bounds on
the lengths of the master and session keys required to achieve
a desired level of security in the context of the NTRU PKA.

A. Algorithmic Key Generation for NTRU
In order to describe key generation in the NTRU cryptosys-

tem, we require some notation. Let

R = Zq[x]/(x
M − 1) (10)

be the polynomial ring with coefficients drawn from the
integers modulo q and let T (m1,m2) ⊂ R denote the subset of
polynomials with m1 coefficients equal to 1, m2 to −1 (mod
q), and M −m1 −m2 equal to 0. Key generation for NTRU
begins by choosing two random polynomials: F ∈ T (mf ,mf )
and g ∈ T (mg,mg + 1). The private key is F while the
public key is h = g/(1+pF ) (p is an integer parameter). The
security of NTRU arises from the computational intractability
of obtaining F from h for properly chosen parameters.

In order to determine the required length of the common
secret packet that will be used to derive the group private key
in our protocol, two questions must be answered:

1) What values of the NTRU parameters (M, q,mf ) are
required to achieve X-bit security?

2) How can a common secret packet be mapped algorith-
mically to a group private key F ?

The first question has been answered in the open literature
(cf., [24]). A bound on the base-2 logarithm of |T (mf ,mf )|
lower bounds the number of bits required to generate F :

log2 |T (mf ,mf )| ≥ mf log2

�
M(M −mf )

m2
f

�
. (11)

To answer the second question, we leverage an algorithm that
was presented in [25] for generating random binary words with
a prescribed Hamming weight from variable length random
bit strings. Specifically, let the set of q-bit binary words with
Hamming weight y be denoted W (q, y). A random element
F ∈ T (mf ,mf ) can then be generated in two steps:

1) Consume a string of l1 bits to generate a random element
w1 ∈ W (M, 2mf ). The 0 positions in w1 define the
coefficients in F that are 0.

2) Consume a second, independent string of l2 bits to
generate a random element w2 ∈ W (2mf ,mf ). The
1 positions in w2 determine whether the remaining
coefficients in F are +1 or −1.

This algorithm was implemented in order gather statistics on
the number of bits l1 + l2 required to generate a random
element of T (mf ,mf ). Table I demonstrates that 4X bits are
more than sufficient to generate a random private key for the
NTRU cryptosystem with X-bit security.

TABLE I
BITS REQUIRED FOR ALGORITHMIC PRIVATE KEY GENERATION IN THE

NTRU CRYPTOSYSTEM

Cryptographic Parameters Lower Algorithmic
Strength (M, q,mf ) Bound Mean Max
112-bit (659, 2048, 38) 310 402 415
128-bit (761, 2048, 42) 348 451 463
192-bit (1087, 2048, 63) 512 671 687
256-bit (1499, 2048, 79) 665 886 893
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B. Pairwise, Doping, and Session Key Length

The group key generation protocol described in Section
III-B uses a cryptographically secure function to generate sets
of temporary session keys from the master keys stored in
memory. Specifically, 4X-bit keys {sk}rk=0 for session u are
derived from the master keys {pk}rk=0 via a function

sk ← φ (pjk , u) . (12)

Binary sums of the form s0 + sk for 1 ≤ k ≤ r are then
transmitted over a non-secure channel. By construction of our
protocol, s0 will provide 4X-bit security in the information
theoretic sense if the master keys {pk}rk=0 are 4X-bit secure
and if φ() is a 4X-bit secure pseudorandom function (PRF).
The National Institute of Standards Technology (NIST) pro-
vides guidelines for cryptographically secure pseudorandom
number generation in [22]. NIST also provides guidelines for
secure PRFs. In particular, the Keyed-Hash Message Authenti-
cation Code (HMAC) can be used with the session identifier u
as an input variable and the master key as the seed parameter.
This approach is consistent with NIST recommendations for
key separation (i.e., for ensuring that the compromise of a
session key derived from a master key does not degrade the
cryptographic strength of that master key) [19]. In summary, a
4X-bit secure HMAC can be used in conjunction with 4X-bit
cryptographic master keys to generate 4X-bit cryptographic
session keys, which in turn can be used to generate the group
private key for an X-bit secure NTRU session.

VII. CONCLUSION

Motivated by a desire to employ public key cryptography
in ad hoc networks, this paper described an energy-efficient
group key agreement protocol. Whereas existing approaches
require O(t) transmissions to establish a group key among t
nodes, our protocols require O(logb t) transmissions at steady
state, where b is a parameter that enables trades between
energy efficiency and security against compromised nodes.
When combined with an energy-efficient public key algorithm
such as NTRU, our protocols could provide the benefits of
public key cryptography – e.g., dynamic ad hoc network
support – with features currently found only in symmetric key
cryptosystems – e.g., energy efficiency and native multicasting.

Our approach was inspired by recent results on the universal
recovery problem. Specifically, it was demonstrated in [12]
that if nodes communicate for omniscience in an efficient
manner (i.e., by using the least amount of transmissions), then
the longest secret key possible can be generated. However,
this is an unsatisfactory theoretical result in a crucial way:
communication for omniscience isn’t always necessary to gen-
erate secrecy. Indeed, the protocols described herein generate
a single packet of secrecy via partial recovery. Our work thus
motivates an information theoretic question: given an initial
distribution of packets that are shared amongst a set of nodes,
how many transmissions are required to generate a secret key
of a particular length? Future work will address this question.
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